
SCENE 10  
 DOCTORS (Doctor is 
asleep at desk, Argyle 
is still on couch)                  

                    MILLIE  (All re-enter)                                     
Whats going on here!? Argyle, you alright!? 

                     ARGYLE                    
(Disorientated) Wha.. wha.. whats going.. It happened again 
Doc! The voices, the nightmare, my mother, YOU.. and a giant 
cake! 

                       MILLIE  (Illya holding Millie back)                                   
Whats this all about? We can hear you from the hall doctor, 
questioning your own practices, hardly surprising! What are 
you trying to achieve here?  

                     DOCTOR                                       
Mustve dozed off.. We, ah, people respond very differently to 
different kinds of treatments/ 

                       BACCHUS                                                               
/I know what the Doc’s sayin – That in fifty ears time 
we’ll see today’s medication as barbaric, like we did 
when they were performing ice-pic lobotomies!  

                       DOCTOR                                 
I was?/ 

                     MILLIE                                    
/I don’t care if he performed toothpick lobotomies on 
caterpillars smoking hookahs! What Argyle needs is to get 
back to reality and help me in the bakery, but you better 
not have harmed a hair on his..                                                                            

                     DOCTOR                                    
I wouldn’t think of it! But the boy’s problems are amplified 
to a highly unnatural state, he has ‘ACTIVE IMAGINATIONS’ – 
there is no quick fix.. This, I fear, is the beginning of a 
long journey.. Only in collaboration with a doctor, can we 
achieve any results.                          

                     EMMY-CLAIRE                             
What was that about your mom and a giant cake?  

                      ARGYLE                                                                       
Yeah, I had this nightmare, I beat this giant cake and 
YOU were there, and SHE was there.. and NOW shes HERE! 

                      DOCTOR                               
Yes, so many scenarios ARE played out in our unconscious. 
This, as Jung puts it, is your own ‘personal unconscious’ 
revealing itself.    



                     MILLIE                                  
You think your fancy words can figure all this out!?                      

                      DOCTOR                                    
Well there IS something to be said about the 
Interpretation of Dreams - there’s actually a BOOK about 
that too! Yes, Ill see if I can find it, its ah somewhere 
out in the hall!.. (To audience).. and its getting a bit 
er hot in here.. (Exits suspiciously taking a sip)                       

                      MILLIE                           
Where’s he off to? Argyle, please get yourself together, 
we’re not going AWAY, like your FATHER did!                

                      ARGYLE                                                                       
Well THATS something Id like to find out more about, for 
myself! 

                      MILLIE                                
Argyle, I have ALWAYS been here for you, but you need to 
meet me halfway!  

                      ARGYLE                                                                       
Halfway? Ma, you talk but you don’t listen!  

                      ILLYA                             
Millie!.. Vot does the BOY vont!? Vhy don’t you listen, 
to HIM?  

                      MILLIE                                  
Alright then… what do YOU want!? 

                      ARGYLE  (Song - Finding myself)  

I gotta GET away, BEFORE I GO insane                      
I wanna find my dad cos there’s, SO many things to say           
It’s not your fault mom but you can’t SAVE the day                            
I just cant do this now, when Ive LOST my way                       

                      BACCHUS   (Song)                               

If I may SUGGEST, you look at this ANOTHER way                                                                       
Take a breath, take a REST with your FRIENDS today          
Think about your next move, BEFORE you begin to play            
Make a PLAN so you really know HOW to find your WAY.          

                      ARGYLE                                                                
I AM going to find my dad. You gonna come with me Emmy-
Claire?  

                      EMMY-CLAIRE                                  
You know I would, but first I think you should take it 
easy on yourself.     



                      BACCHUS                                                                            
Life is FRAGILE Argyle, like a glass!  

                      ARGYLE                                    
Ok ok.. I know I need to get my head sorted out, but I 
mean it Emmy.. soon.                      

                      EMMY-CLAIRE                                  
Ok, but what about the shop then, whos going to help 
Millie? 

                      ILLYA                                        
Yes, zat is a good point. Ah listen Millie, vile every 
body is getting everysing off zere chest..               

                      MILLIE 

Yes what is it now, Illya?  

                      ILLYA (Spy Love song) 

Zeres SUMSING else to you, Ive been meaning to SAY                                                              
Im TIRED of keeping zis SECRETS hidden AVAY                      
I vaz VUNCE a Russian spy but NOW Im a REALLY nice guy 
And its wis YOU I vant to bake BREAD AN BUNS and STAY 
                                                               
So let ze boy TAKE, some TIME to have a REST               
No NEED to come to VORK, ven HES in such a MESS              
Its GOOD to have some SPACE, just to CLEAR ze HEAD                                                                       
An FRIENDS to listen to YOU, ven you MAKING no sense 
I have to SAY.. 
CHORUS: 
ILLYA       Zis is ze VAY I vant, IT to BE!  
                                                            
MILLIE      If you’re serious, that would MAKE my DAY!           
 
ILLYA       Yes wis YOU I am, I vant to STAY!   
    
EMMY CLAIRE Hey HEAR that Argyie we’ll have some RELIEF!  
                                  
ILLYA       That’s the VAY it gonna BE, Ill SAY!  
            
MILLIE      Are you SURE you want to BAKE my bread?  
                                   
ILLYA       Yes, I vould be GLAD!                   
                                         
ILLYA/Millie     To Bake the BREAD!                               
 
(End song then some script continues into next song)  
                   



                     MILLIE                                         
What was all that about a spy? 
  
                     ILLYA                                     
Ah, tell you all about ZAT later my Pumpernickle!  
But now you can let ze boy go! 
  
                     MILLIE                                    
Alright if he can get some rest first.. then we will see.. 
Somehow we’ll manage.. So where has that DOCTOR gone?  
 
                     MARTY   (Or Millie says this line)                                                                                                    
Maybe he’s jumped ship? Happens quite a bit, these days. 
  
                     ARGYLE                                
I don’t know, but if he does come back I’d really like to 
speak to him more about.. the other things (Custard pies!)                     
 
                      
                     MILLIE    (All join in) 
(I know, I know but in the meantime), We’ve got to KEEP 
it together (We’re KEEPIN it! We’re KEEPIN it!) 

Yes I KNOW…  Oh… Oh… 

We’ve got to KEEP it together (We’re keepin it! We’re 
keeping it!) 

ON with the SHOW… Oh… Oh… 

We’ve got to KEEP it together (Lets keep it OH Im KEEPIN 
it!)  

Even when its DIFFICULT! Oh… Oh… 

Let’s KEEP it together (We’re KEEPIN it! We’re KEEPIN 
it!) 

That’s all we really KNOW… Oh… Oh..  

 

                  Mata Hari Song:                          
(Let song go around then all take a bow & sing) 

Oh Mata HARI, We LOVE you every day! 

You work your CHARMS and, you ALWAYS get away!                      

              (All take another bow)                                  

                     CURTAIN                     

                                                                



 

	  

	  


